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Abstract. In recent years, the hiring of Software as a Service (SaaS) from cloud
providers has become very popular. The advantages of using these services
seem to be many, but organizations need to know and handle a variety of
threats. Before using SaaS, organizations should check the security measures
offered by the service provider and the defense mechanisms included in their
enterprise security architectures. Security patterns are a good way to build and
test new security mechanisms, but they have some limitations related to their
usability. In order to improve the usability of security patterns, we have defined
a new type of security pattern called Enterprise Security Pattern. In this paper,
we show a brief description of enterprise security patterns, and document a new
pattern that the organizations could apply to protect their information assets
when using SaaS.

1 Introduction
The practice of outsourcing business functions has been around for decades. In recent
years, its realization as online software service has become very popular [1]. Online
software delivery is now conceived and defined as Software as a Service (SaaS). SaaS
focuses on separating the possession and ownership of software from its use [2]. The
advantages to using SaaS seem to be many, because this online service model may
prove cheaper than owning and maintaining an in-house IT system [3]. Companies
expect to save money on support and upgrade costs, IT infrastructure, IT personnel,
and implementation. However, this new environment has some threats that
organizations should handle, in order to protect their information assets.
Before using SaaS, organizations should check the security measures offered by
the service provider, and the defense mechanisms included in their enterprise security
architectures. Security patterns provide the guidelines to support the construction and
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evaluation of new security mechanisms [4]. The use of security patterns helps to
incorporate security principles when building secure systems [5]. However, they have
some limitations:
• They are small units of defense. They can only handle one (or a few) threats.
Considering the number of threats that can affect current information systems, a
security designer should tailor an extensive set of security patterns when building
secure systems.
• There are different versions of the same pattern for each architectural level. As the
building of secure systems need an extensive set of security patterns, this fact increases
the complexity when a security designer is trying to select a pattern.
• Several instantiations of a pattern may have common aspects but the designer has
to find them. This fact may cause unnecessary redundancies.
Because of these limitations, we have defined a new type of security pattern called
Enterprise Security Pattern. This new type of pattern tries to improve the usability of
security patterns by incorporating them in a more comprehensive pattern that can
handle more threats. In this paper, we document a new enterprise security pattern that
organizations could apply to protect their information assets when using SaaS.
Companies which have already hired SaaS could also consult this pattern, in order to
verify if they are correctly protecting their assets.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief
description of enterprise security patterns, including their assets, context and solutions
models. Section 3 documents a new enterprise security pattern called Secure Software
as a Service (SaaS). Finally, Section 4 presents some conclusions and future work.

2 Enterprise Security Patterns
An enterprise security pattern is described by four models describing generic enterprise
security architectures that provide some security properties for a set of information
assets in a specific context. These patterns combine in one cohesive pattern: (i) the
information assets to be protected, including their sensitivity level, (ii) the context in
which these assets are found, (iii) the threats associated with the assets, (iv) the security
policies, patterns, mechanisms and technologies used to stop these threats, and (v) the
stakeholders and systems involved in the solution. Here, we show the assets, context
and solution models used by these patterns.
2.1

Assets and Context Model

When building secure systems, organizations should use an information assets
classification, in order to facilitate the security designer’s work. The information assets
should be classified in groups, according to their sensitivity levels, which depend on
the relative value of the asset for the organization. This value may depend on several
aspects or factors. For this reason, when classifying assets, the organizations should
seek support from a risk analysis methodology.
The organizations’ information assets may be classified into three large groups:
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data, applications, and code and configuration. A common characteristic for all
information assets is that they have to be stored in and may be transported through one
or more components in security realms.
A security realm can be defined as a logical and discrete entity that partitions the
enterprise network. The main purpose of these realms is to standardize enterprise
security in order to reduce cost, users’ delay, and administrative overhead of redundant
security procedures [6]. The main characteristic of security realms is that they have in
common the same security policies.
Policies are management instructions indicating a predetermined course of action,
or a way to handle a problem or situation [7]. Without policies it is impossible to build
secure systems, we don’t know what we should protect and how much effort we should
put on this protection [8]. A specific system uses a combination of security policies
according to its goals and environment. When building secure systems, designers have
to consider many security policies of different types, such as confidentiality policies,
integrity policies, availability policies, etc.
When classifying the security realms, we take into account the Types of Realms
(TR) that can be found in an enterprise network, and who manages each of those
realms, i.e., a Characteristic of the Realm (CR). The classification of Security Realms
(SR) that we propose here can be defined as SR: TR x CR. The specific realms can be
adjusted to fit different types of applications; what matters here is that we use a
classification of this type. Table 1 shows with an “X” the security realms provided in
our classification.
Table 1. Classification of security realm.

Types of Realms

Characteristic of the Realm
Managed

Externally Managed

Public

Customer

X

X

X

Employee

X

X

X

Technical User

X

X

X

Development

X

X

-

Data

X

X

-

Bastion

X

X

-

Transport

X

X

X

The security level of the policies applied when protecting the confidentiality of an
asset can vary, depending on the security realm in which the asset is found, so its
integrity, availability, and auditability should be protected in all the realms. For these
reasons, we have defined a group of security policies that the enterprise security
patterns will use to define the sensitivity level of an information asset. To achieve this,
we have combined the answer of four dependent questions related to the following
security aspects: access authorization, encryption, and storage authorization. The four
questions are:
1. Can the information asset A be transported through the security realm SR?
2. If it is so, should A be encrypted?
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3. Can A be stored in SR?
4. If it is so, should A be stored in hidden form?
Table 2 shows the possible answers, the security policies associated to each
combination, and a number that denotes the Security Level (SL) provided by each
policy (1 is the lowest and 6 the highest). SL will help us when designing the solutions
of the enterprise security patterns.
Table 2. Security policies of the sensitivity level.
Answers Combinations
SL

Security Policies

1

2

3

4

4

Secure Channel (SC) & Hidden Storage (HS)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Secure Channel (SC) & Clear Storage (CS)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

5

Secure Channel (SC) & Blocked Storage (BS)

Yes

Yes

No

-

-

Clear Channel (CC) & Hidden Storage (HS)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

1

Clear Channel (CC) & Clear Storage (CS)

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

Clear Channel (CC) & Blocked Storage (BS)

Yes

No

No

-

6

Blocked Channel (BC)

No

-

-

-

After removing the policy Clear Channel & Hidden Storage (CC & HS), shadowed
row, we obtain six different security policies. The policy CC & HS has been removed,
because it is not usual find a security policy in which the information assets require
encrypted storage and may be transported in clear way. When protecting the
information assets, enterprise security patterns may use additional security policies,
such as integrity policies, availability policies, auditability policies, etc.
Different organizations could apply different sensitivity levels to the same asset.
For example, when classifying the customers’ account, a food industry organization
could decide to apply security policies with low or medium security level in all its
security realms. However, a banking organization could decide to apply throughout
security policies with high or very high security level. Due to this, enterprise security
patterns do not try to protect single information assets. They intend to protect
information assets that have the same sensitivity level.
2.2

Solution Models

The four complementary models or viewpoints included in the solutions of enterprise
security patterns are: the Computationally Independent Model (CIM), the Platform
Independent Model (PIM), the Platform Specific Model (PSM), and the Product
Dependent Model (PDM). We discuss below each of them.
Computationally Independent Model: this model provides a description of the
security policies that the system should enforce, independently of its functional and
technological characteristics. The security policies should be applied to the information
assets and security realms.
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Platform Independent Model: this model provides a conceptual description of the
security mechanisms that should be incorporated into the system and the relationships
that exist among them, independently of its technological characteristics and
implementation details. The same CIM could be instantiated N times in this model,
since a security policy may correspond to different security patterns. A good guideline
which can be used as a basis to select the security patterns needed is the guideline
developed by Schumacher et al. in [9] or Fernandez in [10].
Platform Specific Model: this model defines the architectural components included in
the enterprise security architecture, independently of the technology used to solve the
problem. The PSM should take into account how to place the security mechanisms
within the architecture. The same PIM can be instantiated N times in this model, since
a security mechanism may be placed in different architectural components. The
security patterns described in the PIM are included within architectural security
components. Two good guidelines which can be used as a basis to select the
architectural component are the ISO/IEC-27000-series [11] and the IT Baseline
Protection Manual [12].
Product Dependent Model: it is necessary to install the PSM in a specific
technological architecture in this model. The same PSM could be instantiated N
times, since the same architectural component may correspond to different
technological products. The technological products must be reliable products made by
known manufacturers in the security industry. The final solution may vary
significantly depending on the technologies used.

3 An Enterprise Security Pattern: Secure Software as a Service
We document here an enterprise security pattern which could be used by
organizations, in order to protect the information assets when using outsourced online
applications, for example, Google Apps for business. We discuss below each of
sections included in the pattern template. This template includes sections of the
template provided by Buschmann et al. [13], and some new sections that we consider
necessary when designing enterprise security architectures.
3.1

Intent

This pattern attempts to protect the confidentiality of the data included in the
outsourced online applications of an organization.
3.2

Context

Employees of an organization access from home (Public Employee realm, P-E)
outsourced online applications. The service provider has placed the applications in a
data center (Externally Managed Data realm, EM-D). Employees access the service
provider through Internet (Public Transport realm, P-T). The service provider has an
applications gateway (Externally Managed Bastion realm, EM-B) between Internet
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and its daata center.
In ordder to allow employees conntinue using th
he access cred
dentials that thhey use in
their orgaanization, wheen an employeee tries to acceess the online applications,
a
tthe service
provider redirects the employee’s bbrowser to th
he organization
n’s gateway ((Managed
Bastion realm,
r
M-B). In that mom
ment, employeees validate their
t
credentia
ials in the
organizattion’s systemss (Managed D
Data realm, M-Da)
M
to gett a ticket to aaccess the
provider. Once the emp
ployee has thee ticket s/he can access his//her online appplications.
Figure 1 shows
s
the con
ntext diagram oof this pattern
n.

Fig. 1. Context diag
gram.

The sensitivity
s
lev
vel (see Sectiion 3) of thee information assets (data)) that this
pattern atttempts to protect are shownn in Table 3.
Ta
able 3. Sensitiviity level of the information
i
asssets.
Security Realm
ms

Seecurity Policies

SL

Exxternally Managed
d Data

Secure Channell (SC) & Hidden Storage
S
(HS)

4

Exteernally Managed Bastion

Secure Channell (SC) & Hidden Storage
S
(HS)

4

Public Transpo
ort

Secure Channell (SC) & Hidden Storage
S
(HS)

4

Public Employee

Secure Channeel (SC) & Clear Storage (HS)

3

Managed Bastiion

Secure Channell (SC) & Hidden Storage
S
(BS)

4

Managed Data

Clear Channell (CC) & Clear Sttorage (CS)

1

As shhown in Table 3, the data inncluded in thee outsourced applications
a
shhould only
be storedd in clear form
m by the emplooyee (P-E). Th
he organizatio
on’s data cente
ter (M-Da)
could stoore the data in
n clear form, but these daata are not rellated to the ooutsourced
applicatioons. The rest of
o realms shouuld store the data
d in a hidden way. The ddata could
leave thee service prov
vider, but the communication channels should be seecure. The
organizattion’s data cen
nter (M-Da) coould transportt data in clear form, but thesse data are
not relateed to the outsourced applicattions.
This pattern shoulld only be ussed when thee organization
n’s employeees use the
outsourceed online app
plications to sstore informattion assets that meet this ssensitivity
level. Organizations sh
hould ensure that no emplloyee stores information
i
aassets with
higher sennsitivity levells.
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3.3

Problem

In the past, mailbox and collaboration applications used by the organizations were
placed within the organization. Employees accessed them from their home through the
Internet. This context provoked a set of threats that the organizations had to handle.
Some threats related to the confidentiality of data in this environment are (threats
related to integrity and availability should also be handled):
• An attacker may read the accessed data by the employee via Internet. To prevent
this, the organizations need to ensure that the communications between the employee
and the data center are secure.
• An attacker may steal an employee’s identity and access his/her applications. To
prevent this, organizations need to ensure that the employee is who s/he claims to be.
• An attacker may take advantage of a vulnerability to access an employee’s
applications. To prevent this, organizations need to patch constantly the applications
and the servers where the applications are hosted.
• A technical user who performs application maintenance may leak information. To
prevent this, organizations need to ensure that the data are stored in a hidden way.
Once the cloud computing paradigm was born, the context for accessing the
organizations’ applications has changed significantly. In addition, some companies
have as main objective providing and maintaining online applications of other
organizations. The threats that the organizations have to handle in these contexts are
similar to those of the context in which the employees accessed the organization’s
systems (listed previously), but how to handle them is different.
3.4

Known Incidents

Daily, there are many incidents of identity thefts. The main objective of these thefts is
to obtain relevant information from the person (or company) attacked or steal his/her
(or its) identity. One of the most notorious incidents was the case when hackers stole
the access credentials of Fox News’ Twitter account, and then they published that
President Barack Obama was dead [14].
All companies are exposed to this type of theft. By using the pattern that we are
describing here, companies could prevent that hackers can access the employees’
online applications, even if they steal their identity. This is because the solution
provided by the pattern ensures that the employee is who s/he claims to be (more
detail in the next section).
3.5

Solution

We discuss below each of the models included in the solution:
Computationally Independent Model: we need to apply here the security policies
included in the sensitivity level of the information assets. As shown in the diagram of
the CIM (Figure 2), we could prevent that an attacker may intercept the applications’
data, encrypting the channels and storing the data in a hidden way.
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Platform
m Independen
nt Model: wee realize here the security policies of thhe CIM as
security patterns.
p
All security patternns included in
n the PIM are described in [[9], except
Security Logger/Audito
L
or described in [15] and Hidden
H
Storag
ge which hass not been
describedd yet. The security patterrn Hidden Storage
S
should ensure thaat nobody
unauthoriized can read the informatiion stored. Insstantiations off the same patttern P are
denoted as
a P_1, P_2, etc.
e The typess of channels that we may find within oof the PIM
are: clearr channel (sin
ngle line), andd secure chan
nnel (double line).
l
In addittion, these
channels show a logicaal representatiion of the typee of message that they trannsport. The
m
that could be trannsported are: request or reesponse messaage (solid
type of messages
line), andd record messa
age (dashed linne).

Fig.. 2. Computatioonally independ
dent model diag
gram.

We diiscuss below the
t sequence oof actions show
wn in the PIM
M diagram (Figgure 3):
1) The employee requ
uests a secure channel throu
ugh a browser to access his//her online
applicatioons (Secure Channel_1).
C
2) The service
s
provid
der checks thhe employee’s organization
n and redireccts his/her
browser to
t the organizzation’s system
ms, including an access ticcket associatedd with the
employeee.
3) The employee’s
e
brrowser requessts a secure channel
c
to access the orgaanization’s
systems (Secure
(
Chann
nel_2).
4) The employee prrovides his/hher credentiaals in the organization’s
o
s systems
(Identification_2).
5) The organization checks thatt the emplo
oyee is who
o s/he claim
ms to be
he employee obtains
o
the siggned ticket
(Authentiication). If thee validation is successful, th
to access his/her onlinee applications .
6) The organization checks thatt the emplo
oyee is who
o s/he claim
ms to be
(Authentiication). If thee validation iss successful, th
he employee obtains
o
the siggned ticket
to access his/her onlinee applications .
7) The organization’ss systems reedirect the employee’s brrowser to thhe service
provider’s systems, including the siigned access ticket. Accesss Control cheecks if the
signed ticcket is the sam
me that the tickket generated previously.
8) If the access ticket is valid, the em
employee coulld access his/h
her applicationns.
9) The applications
a
must
m make cleaar the data so that
t they can be
b shown the employee
(Hidden Storage).
S
10) Beforre showing th
he online appplications to the employeee, the servicee provider
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rechecks that the emp
ployee has peermissions to access thosee data and appplications
(Access Control).
C
11) The service
s
provid
der shows thee employee his/her
h
online applications through a
Secure Channel.
C
12) The service provideer stores a sesssion cookie in the employeee’s browser. From this
point, thee employee co
ould access hiss/her online ap
pplications wiithout re-autheenticate.
In order to audit possible attacks, tthe mechanism
ms for identiffication, autheentication,
dden storage should record
d all activity in the security
ty patterns
access coontrol, and hid
Security Logger/Audito
L
or.

Fig. 3. Platform
m independent model diagram.

Platform
m Specific Mo
odel: we trannsform here th
he security paatterns of the PIM into
architectuural componen
nts. As shownn in the diagram
m of the PSM
M (Figure 4), thhe security
pattern innstantiations Secure
S
Channnel_1 and Ideentification_1 are transform
med into a
Web Servver. The securrity pattern insstantiations Seecure Channell_2 and Identifification_2
are transsformed in a Reverse Pro
roxy. The seccurity pattern
n instantiationn Security
Logger/A
Auditor is tran
nsformed in a Log System
m. The security pattern insstantiation
Access Control
C
and the
t applicatioons are transfformed into an
a Applicatioon Server.
Finally, thhe security paattern instantiaation Hidden Storage
S
and th
he applicationss’ data are
transform
med into a Disssociation Dataa Server.
In ordder to preventt that an attaccker may acceess an employ
yee’s applicatitions, after
stealing his/her
h
identity
y; we need to ensure that th
he employee iss who s/he claaims to be.
To do thhis, an autheentication sysstem with hiigh security level shouldd be used
(somethinng stronger thaan passwords)). In the solutiion of the pattern, we have ddecided to
include Token-Based Authenticatioon Server, because
b
its use
u is currenntly more
widespreaad, but we could also havee used biometrric authenticattion or some oother kind
of strong authentication
n.
Product Dependent Model:
M
we traansform here the
t architecturral security coomponents
into techhnological prroducts. The diagram of the PDM (Figure 5), sshows the
technologgical productss that we havve decided to
o include in the solution. We have
selected these
t
technolo
ogies, becaus e we consideer them reputaable and curreently used
by many organizationss; but we couldd have selecteed another set of technologiies.
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Fig. 4. Platfoorm specific mo
odel diagram.

Fig. 5. Produuct dependent model
m
diagram.

3.6

Coonsiderations

The conssiderations of the pattern taake into acco
ount the selected technologgies in the
PDM of the
t solution. Another
A
set off technologiess could chang
ge this analysiis. Table 4
shows thee result of the analysis for eaach of the releevant aspects.
We caan see in Table 4 that, whenn deploying th
he solution, thee performancee overhead
of the entterprise securiity architecturee does not inccrease; even it could decreasse because
part of thhe IT infrastru
ucture would bbe outsourced
d. The security
y and log adm
ministrator
has to work
w
in some cases outsidee the organizzation. This fact
f
may mean
an a small
increase of personnel in the securiity and log team. The insstallation costt does not
increase; even it could
c
decreaase because IT infrastru
ucture, IT ppersonnel,
implemenntation, and maintenance
m
aare outsourced
d. Once the solution is depployed the
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residual risk is minimal. This means that the solution does not need complementary
measures to attain its initial objective.

Complexity

Performance
overhead

Table 4. Considerations.

3.7

Aspects to consider

Analysis

Storage

0

Primary Memory

0

Processor

0

Bandwidth

0

Security Administrator

1

Log Administrator

1

End User

0

Massive Expansion

0

System Administrator

0

Installation Cost

0

Residual Risk

0

Consequences

As we said previously, threats found in the problem are related to the confidentiality of
the assets. Integrity and availability threats could be handled in similar ways. We
discuss below the security mechanisms that we have included in the pattern, in order to
prevent or reduce the risk of the identified threats:
• An attacker may read the data accessed by the employee via Internet. The service
provider’s Web Server and the organization’s Reverse Proxy using secure channels can
prevent this.
• An attacker may access an employee’s applications, after stealing his/her identity.
To prevent this, we include a Token-based Authentication Server.
• An attacker may use a vulnerability to access an employee’s applications. To
prevent this, the service provider has to constantly patch the applications and the
servers where the applications are hosted.
• A technical user who performs the applications maintenance may leak information.
To prevent this, we include a Dissociation Data Server in the service provider.
This pattern would also be applicable in a context where the employees access their
online applications from the organization (Managed Employee realm, M-E), rather
than from their home.
3.8

Known Uses

As shown previously, Google is one of the online applications’ providers that offer the
security measures and architecture included in the pattern’s solution. One of their most
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popular products is Google Apps. Forty million active users and four million of
businesses are currently using it [16], including Florida Atlantic University and BBVA
Group.

4 Conclusions and Future Work
Using Software as a Service (SaaS) has currently become very popular. This popularity
is caused because companies could save money on support and upgrade costs, IT
infrastructure, IT personnel, implementation, and maintenance. However, before using
SaaS, organizations should check the security measures offered by the service
provider.
Security patterns are a good way to construct and evaluate new security
mechanisms, but they are not applied as much as they could be, because designers have
problems in selecting them and applying them in the right places. Enterprise security
patterns could improve the application of the patterns by incorporating them in a more
comprehensive pattern that may handle more threats. There will be a smaller number
enterprise security patterns, which makes their selection simpler for designers.
When adopting SaaS, organizations could consult the enterprise security pattern
that we have presented here, in order to protect the data included in the outsourced
applications from a common set of threats. Organizations which have already adopted
SaaS could also consult this pattern in order to verify if they are correctly protecting
their information assets. As future work, we will intend to document more enterprise
security patterns which can be consulted by organizations when using Platform as a
Service (PaaS) or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
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